
Lead411 for Sales

QUICK OVERVIEW

Sales needs are complex.  Finding accurate data

quickly is a key component to keeping momentum,

setting meetings and closing revenue.  Lead411

relieves some of that stress and complexity by

offering verified email, direct dials, and sales intel all

in an easy-to-navigate platform and Chrome

Extension.

DON'T LOSE REVENUE BECAUSE OF BAD

DATA

Lead411 has always focused on making sure our data

is as clean and accurate as possible.

 

• 96%+ Email Deliverability. We verify our email

addresses through open intelligence (yes we send

to make sure the recipient is real).  This saves you

time knowing your message is being received.

• Double Verified Mobile Direct Dials - we verify

our phone numbers by actually calling them to

make sure they are valid! 

 

• Unique Sales Triggers/Intel for Better Intent -

A company just received funding, released an IPO,

is hiring a new executive, received an award....  All

this info is in our platform so you can find the best

prospects to reach out to at the perfect time.

• Re-Verify Data every 3 Months or Sooner to

ensure continued accuracy and deliverability.

(Example of Unique Sales Triggers/Intel on the Lead411 Platform)

(Example of Verified Email Data with Various Phone Numbers Available within the Lead411 Platform)

 

"Lead 411 is the first

company that I've worked

with that gives you

unlimited access to data

and email addresses. What

I'm most impressed with is

the quality of email addresses. Throughout

my career, I've not enjoyed average bounce

rates of 25+% and open rates of less than

5%. With Lead411's "verified emails" we've

been enjoying 30+% open rates and bounce

rates that are less than 5%."

Jason Gustetic

Executive VP, Client Services @ Spectrum

Marketing Services Group

"One of the things I like

best about using Lead411 is

the Phone number Lookup

and Contact Segmentation.

I haven't been able to find

any other tool on the

market that is as convenient and easy to use

as Lead411.

Being able to save your searches and more

specifically the page on each search is very

helpful."

Grant Fullenbach

Managing Partner @ Drone Pros

"I would definitely

recommend others to go

for Lead411 as it is cost

effective, easy to use and

provides good quality data.

If you are into Business

Development, Sales, B2B Sales, Marketing,

Lead generation, Demand Generation etc.

just go for it. Lead411 gives you the whole

set of data with physical address, email

address, direct, head quarters and cell

phone numbers. "

Falak Sahota

Inside Sales @ Caelius Consulting

Accuracy Coverage Cost


